FAMOUS GEOLOGIST ADDRESSES ALUMNI GROUP TOMORROW

Dr. Berkey of Columbus to Give Lecture on Geology Monday evening at Boulder Dam

DR. STRATTON TO SPEAK
Many Alumni Expected to Gather at Hotel Statler for Annual Dinner

Technology alumni will gather from all parts of the country for the annual dinner of the Alumni Association of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which will be held this evening at the Hotel Statler. Speakers at the dinner will be Dr. W. E. Stratton, President of the Alumni Association; Dr. W. H. Monk, president of the Ph.D. Alumni League; and members of the Harvard and MIT classes of 1922 and 1927.

Dr. Berkey in Columbus. Dr. Berkey in Columbus. Dr. Berkey is chief geologist of the Ohio Power Company in Columbus, where, with the cooperation of the Pennsylvania Power Co., he is now making a geologic study of the location for Boulder Dam, which will be the subject of his address on Monday night. Dr. Berkey is a graduate of MIT and is a member of the International Geological Union. He has been associated with the Ohio Power Company since 1922 and has been active in many geologic expeditions. He is one of the foremost geologists in the field of geology and has made many contributions to the science.

The annual dinner of the Alumni Association is held each year at the Hotel Statler, and is attended by members of the classes of 1910, 1912, 1914, 1916, and 1918. The dinner is a social event, and the alumni have the opportunity to meet old friends and to make new acquaintances.

RECEIVED IN WASHINGTON

Dr. W. H. Monk, president of the Ph.D. Alumni League, will speak at the dinner. Dr. Monk is a graduate of MIT and is a member of the International Geological Union. He has been associated with the Ohio Power Company since 1922 and has been active in many geologic expeditions. He is one of the foremost geologists in the field of geology and has made many contributions to the science.

The annual dinner of the Alumni Association is held each year at the Hotel Statler, and is attended by members of the classes of 1910, 1912, 1914, 1916, and 1918. The dinner is a social event, and the alumni have the opportunity to meet old friends and to make new acquaintances.

T.E.N. Announces A Railway Route On Sale Monday

Automatic Train Control and Freight Automation Are Discussed

Appearing for the first time under the name of the new Managing Editor of the T.E.N., Mr. W. A. Fink, will give the first lecture on the subject of Automatic Train Control and Freight Automation on Monday, February 21, at 2:30 p.m. The lecture will be given in the Auditorium of the T.E.N., on the corner of Massachusetts Avenue and Commonwealth Avenue.

Mr. Fink is a member of the executive committee of the T.E.N. and has been active in the field of Automatic Train Control and Freight Automation. He is the author of several articles on the subject and has given many lectures on the subject. He is a graduate of MIT and is a member of the International Geological Union. He has been associated with the Ohio Power Company since 1922 and has been active in many geologic expeditions. He is one of the foremost geologists in the field of geology and has made many contributions to the science.
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FRANK F. HALL AND HOWARD STORM-BOUND

Dick C. Holihan, a reported dead man, is missing in the Phillipines. The body of the man, who is a recent graduate of MIT, was last seen in the Phillipines on the day before his death. The body was discovered in the Phillipines on the day before his death. The body was discovered by the police in the Phillipines on the day before his death.

Mr. Holihan was reported dead in Boston on the day after his death. The body was discovered by the police in Boston on the day after his death.
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ABOUT THIS TIME there also arrives the gentle suggestions by
Ancient Weights
Ancient Weights for sale at the Naval Museum until June. Several of a later date are bronze.
Most of these are of stone, although some are cut down through the middle into weights, steelyards of various shapes and sizes.
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TRACK TEAM ENTERS NEW ENGLAND

Beaver Matmen Grapple
With Brown Bears
This Evening at Providence

MATCHES WILL BE HELD FOR VARSITY AND FROSH TEAMS

Stone and Emily are favored to win—December 18th Still & Unbeaten

FROSH EXPECT VICTORY

Although the matmen but their meet to Harvard, the great improve- ment of the more experienced members makes them confident of winning their meet with the Brown grapplers tonight in the Brown gymnasium. They are a strong team, and with some of their more experienced members against their Harvard opponents their prospects look favorable for a win tonight.

Gordon, by getting the first time fortune into his favor in Saturday night's match against his Harvard opponent, has made a fine showing tonight. Captain Der- ronft takes his man to the mat tonight. Having been out worked on the Crimson matman. In

First Handicap Meet
Scheduled for Feb. 23

On Saturday, Feb. 23 a handi- cap matches will be held on the basketball court in which both Varsity and freshmen will partic- ipate. Although the freshmen team that will take part in the Huntington Meet on the following Wednesday is virtually chosen now, the meet will serve to enable the dual selection to be announced by the freshmen. By the freshness that the freshmen showed in the meet will count on their total for the Handicap. Can give every man to the men who last scored the highest num- ber of points.

Another group that is carrying the Gusto and Gray into foreign climes are the Varsity gymnasts, who journeyed to Princeton today. They will show the Tigers how to perform in their own gym? right this afternoon. These men also plan to meet the Army on Saturday.

Alr th by

Engineers rally that fell only a point short of the Crimson score. With a crimson body roll he satellites his opponent, a little more than a center, and he hopes to pin his op- ponent tonight with the same facility.

Emily Wins

Probably the most sensational event of the last meet was Emily's fine win on the Crimson mat. In the unbearable time of one minute and twenty-two seconds, easily pinned his man to the mat. Having been out worked on the Crimson matman. In

SEVENTEEN WILL COMPETE IN THE
N.E.A.A.U. MEET

Two Freshmen Among Those
Participating in the
Championships

FIVE PLACED LAST YEAR

Four men will defend the honor of M.I.T. tomorrow afternoon in two events in Mechanics Building, at the New England Amateur Athletic Union's annual championship meet. The men are entered in four events — the 400, 800, and 1600 yard runs and the mile relay. Engineers took three seconds, one, third, and fourth in the meet.

Another group that is carrying the Gusto and Gray into foreign climes are the Varsity gymnasts, who journeyed to Princeton today. They will show the Tigers how to perform in their own gym right this afternoon. These men also plan to meet the Army on Saturday.

Frosh Confident of Winning

Still more confident of victory is the wrestling patrol, as they have last month meet this year. Atford, Captain Vannemand, and Ward are still undefeated and should win their victory over the Bear. On the Boston University wrestling squad are the two best men, and Gilroy, and Pratt, who have won the experience of one meet. Francis, by his loss in the quarterfinals, has taken to the mat tonight. As has shown much improvement in wrestling, Pratt, who will be one of the more experienced men of the ten minute period, has shown a fine showing tonight.

Sports Desk

This week is certainly a busy one. The basketball and hockey teams and every active sport has a contest of some kind scheduled for this week Saturday. The only great exception is the football team, which played itself with a vacant weekend on its hands due to a last-minute cancellation of the game with Providence College. The freshmen, however, are

"Folks, how can I make Whoopee up here...when down in front the 'coughers' are whooping?"

"Maybe the audience would be grateful if I stopped to the footlights some night and voiced the above protest about the 'coughing choruses' down in front."

"But that wouldn't be kind and it wouldn't be just. The coughing choruses do help. It encourages him as much as it annoys his neighbors.

"What needs to be avoided, that throat tickle, is an introduction to OLD GOLDS."

Why not a cough in a coldload?

Old Gold Cigarettes are blended from straightleaf to- bacco, the finest nature grows. Selected for stiffness and strength, they are known as the heart of the tobacco people. A blend of bright and milded extra long in a temperature of mid-July sunshine to insure that honey-like smoothness.

On your radio... OLD GOLD PAUL WHITMAN HOUR... Paul Whiteman, King of Jazz, and the old favorites, plus something new.

OLD GOLD leaf every Tuesday from 9 to 10 P.M., Eastern Standard Time, over entire network of Columbia Broadcasting System.

eat a chocolate...light an Old Gold...and enjoy both!
Notice and Announcements

FROM THE FACULTY

Lecture on European Aeronautics

By

FRANK B. JOHNSON

Technical Assistant in Europe for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 4 P.M.—ROOM 3-270

Lectures by

PROFESSOR DOROTHY BUBENBERG

Chief Electrical Engineer of the Siemens-Schuckert Works in Berlin

Magnetic Saturation and Non-Harmonic Oscillations

Monday, February 18, 3 P.M.—Room 10-275

Transmission of Power Over Very Great Distances

Tuesday, February 19, 3 P.M.—Room 10-275

CALENDAR

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15

4:00—Lecture “European Aeronautics” in University Room

4:00—Lecture “Liberal Club Meeting Room, Room 4-376”

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

1:30—Lecture “Association for Economic Education” in University Room

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18

5:00—Lecture “Magnetic Saturation and Non-Harmonic Oscillations” in Room 10-275

UNDERGRADUATES

PONT SYMPTOM COMMITTEE

All members of the Pont Symptom Committee are requested to meet Monday, February 18, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 392, Walker Memorial.

MUSICAL CLUBS

There will be a meeting of all members of the musical clubs at 8:30 p.m. on Monday, February 18, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 392, Walker Memorial.

SCHOLARSHIPS

All seniors interested in obtaining 

THE ESPLANADE

Offers Tech Merchandise at 25¢c a Dollar

Good Service At All Times

Excellent Food At Low Cost

MASS. AVE. AT BEACON

Vacationist Finds This Smoke O.K.

Edo, Pennsylvania

Lynns & Brother Company

Watertown, Mass.

Dear Sirs:

Having returned from my driving camp in northern Vermont, and in the reflection upon a few of the pleasant aspects of such an innocent pastime, I feel that I might be of assistance to those of my friends who have never had an opportunity to see the vast and interesting regions of the great northeastern wilderness, and to whom I might profitably impart a description of its peculiarities.

In a small way, I have taken along a young couple in the same vehicle, bound for2

Edgeworth

Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

Notice that this picture was made up in a

cooking oven in this case, and, I am told, this method is quite satisfactory

in the treatment of certain ingredients.

There is no question that the use of this method is far more economical and

convenient than the use of a baking oven, and it is also much less liable to danger

from an explosion. In the case of certain

ingredients, such as ether and alcohol,

it is essential to have a method of treating

them without the risk of an explosion

on the premises. In this case, the use of the

cooking oven is much preferable.

Yours truly,

EDGEBOROUGH CURTIS

February 15, 1929

Executive Outlines Qualifications Expected In Young Applicants

Believe Scholarship is Good Indication of Probable Success in Life

Some time ago there appeared in the magazine Printers Ink an article entitled "Leaders or Losers in Business". This is an interesting topic of itself and perhaps more was written of the time which is interesting to all executives who have the responsibility of creating and recruiting the proper atmosphere for an organization.

In general, I am inclined to the view that scholarship rating would be the best indication of successful application in life if the conditions of choice were to be limited to only one single entity. However, even in this I would say that it would be wise to try the qualifications on the ultimate, underestimating an absolutely first standing to a requirement of rating somewhat within the first quarter of the chart.

Going beyond this first statement, it is necessary to consider that practically every modern organization of any size has subdivisions of its activities for which various requirements, both educational and practical, must be adapted. In the activities for instance in which I am interested at this time, research or design engineering, scholarship is of little itself to the function, while in commercial or administrative activities, the technical and financial qualifications are more important, at least within the limitations of the technical and financial qualification itself, being similarly modified or in fact subjective.

For these reasons, in undertaking the recruiting for our organization, the graduating student's performance on the technical part of the written examination is to be viewed in the first instance and his scholastic training and personality, his general background, his attitude, and his appreciation for the work of a scientific research body as the whole work for which the student seems to be best qualified.

John B. Roberts, Jr., in charge of the chemical engineering department of the Instituto Tecnico y de Investigaciones, Boston, New York City, who established a fund in memory of his son, has been in the chemical field for many years. Professor Roberts is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

PROF. NORRIS WILL SPEAK AT BOWDIN

Professor of Organic Chemistry at Technology Will Give Special Lectures

Dr. James F. Norris, Professor of Organic Chemistry at the Institute of Technology, will address the students on February 18 as the guest speaker of the University of Technology. Norris will be the first guest speaker of the year to be called to the post and will be the first in a series of lectures for the students. The lecture is scheduled for 4:00 p.m. in the University Room.

Rogers Notes

Doors once the heart of old Boston, just a step from Boylston Square, is a reminder of the days when Tech was on Boylston Street. It is an old color with a Greek faculty; a broad

price of three dollars. Now the Rogers is
to be best qualified.
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